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Abstract. A virtual world is an interactive virtual environment in which users
interact with each other with computers, and can be used as a platform for virtual training activities. In order to enhance the trainee’s immersive experience,
domain-specific simulation models are required for virtual world services. For
this reason, we propose an extendable simulation framework for the virtual
world. The simulation framework is composed of Core Simulation Framework
and Virtual Level Architecture. By utilizing the Core Simulation Framework
and the Virtual Level Architecture, the content creator of the virtual world can
create extendable simulations for domain-specific content.

1 Introduction
Generally, a virtual world is an interactive virtual environment in which users interact
using their own graphical representations, known as avatars. In the virtual world,
users interact with each other using computers, and they can collaboratively create
and edit objects in the virtual world without meeting each other and interacting in the
real world. Therefore, the virtual world has been effectively utilized in education,
especially in virtual training.
Virtual training is a training method in a computer-simulated environment. The virtual world allows users to access educational content from their homes or work places. In order to enhance the effectiveness of education via the virtual world, the virtual
world services utilize physics engines. Usually, the physical simulation modules are
embedded in the game engine. However, there are several limitations of supporting
simulation models in the virtual world environment. To support immersive experiences for the trainee, domain-specific simulation models are required, such as the weather simulation model, intelligent virtual agents, and war-game simulation models. In

order to provide domain-specific simulation content to the virtual world, the virtual
world must embrace the simulation engine as a component. As the simulation content
evolves, the simulation engine should embrace various levels of simulation models.
To give an immersive experience to users of the virtual world, we propose a simulation framework based on the discrete event system specification (DEVS) formalism
[1]. The DEVS formalism specifies discrete event models in a hierarchical and modular manner. Therefore, the user may model the target system by decomposing the
large system into smaller components by applying coupling schema to them. The
proposed simulation framework consists of Core Simulation Framework, which manages and executes the DEVS simulation model, and Virtual Level Architecture, which
support discrete event simulation and distributed simulation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces existing virtual
worlds and simulation models of the virtual worlds. In Section 3, we propose the
extendable simulation framework. Then, we introduce the case study. In the case
study, we introduce the prototype of the firefighting training system. Finally, we conclude the paper.

2 Related Works
2.1 Second Life
Second Life® is an online virtual world that enables users to interact with each other
via avatars [2]. Because Second Life supports in-world object creation, users can
build various objects with primitive 3D polygonal shapes. In addition, Second Life
supports the procedural script language so that users can add interactive behaviors to
the object and the avatar.
Second Life was utilized as an educational platform at various institutions. For example, Loyalist College utilized Second Life to help Customs and Immigration students experience the daily routine of their future jobs [3]. Moreover, in the scientific
community, Second Life is used for collaboration and data visualization [4]. Since the
virtual world can overcome time and regional restrictions, Second Life was utilized as
a suitable platform for real-time meetings with other people to share knowledge. Second Life utilizes the Linden Scripting Language [5] and Havok physics [6] to support the simulation of various machines and devices. However, Second Life has limited features for the domain-specific simulation. First, memory for a single script is
restricted to 64 KiB. Therefore, the domain-specific simulation model may not be
loaded in Second Life. Second, Havok physics is not designed as a simulation engine;
it is sufficient to handle real-time collision and dynamics of rigid bodies, but not sufficient to handle domain-specific simulation in the virtual world.

2.2 Op
penSim
The objeective of Open
nSim is to deevelop the fulll open-sourcee server to hoost virtual
world serrvices using existing
e
Seconnd Life clientss [7]. One chaaracteristic off OpenSim
is that thee server can easily
e
expand through plug-in modules, and it has beeen utilized
in variouss researches.
OpenS
Sim supports several
s
physiccs simulation engines such as Open Dyna
namics Engine [8] and
a BulletX [9
9]. By supporrting several physics
p
simulaation engines, OpenSim
can handdle physics sim
mulation in thhe virtual world, such as deetecting the coollision of
objects annd solving the dynamics oof rigid bodiess. However, OpenSim
O
doess not consider dom
main-specific simulation inn the virtual world.
w
Therefo
ore, OpenSim
m does not
contain the
t simulation
n engine neceessary to han
ndle the dom
main-specific ssimulation
model.

3 Exteendable Sim
mulation Frramework for Virtuall World
When the content creeator of the vvirtual world wants to utilize realistic ssimulation
models inn the virtual world,
w
the virtuual world serv
vice frameworrk should findd the simulation moodels and send
d them to the vvirtual world servers. In ord
der to supportt the virtual world service framework to handlle various level of the simu
ulation model,, the virtual world service framework must prrovide simulattion model maanagement serrvice. The
simulatioon model man
nagement servvice is composed of storing
g the simulatioon model,
searchingg the simulatio
on model, trannsferring the simulation
s
mo
odel, and contrrolling the
simulatioon model. Thee store and seaarch services assist
a
the auth
hors with regisstering the
simulatioon model and searching thee proper simu
ulation model for the authoors’ intent.
When thee simulation models
m
are deccided, the virttual world serrvice framewoork initializes the virtual
v
world server with ssimulation models by tran
nsferring the ssimulation
models frrom the simullation model sstorage to the server. After the initializattion of the
simulatioon models, thee authors of tthe virtual wo
orld control th
he simulation using the
simulatioon model contrrol service.

Fig. 1. Conceptual
C
figuure of the virtuaal world servicee framework

Figuree 1 conceptuallizes the virtuual world serv
vice frameworrk. The role oof the Unified Identification Serv
ver (UIS) is too handle acco
ount information, manage ccontent for
the virtuaal environmen
nt, and search the account in
nformation an
nd content. Thhe Repository serveer is used to manage
m
assetss of the virtuall world, such as item inform
mation for
avatars, objects
o
in the virtual worldd environmentt, and simulation models. IIf the content creattor wants to create
c
virtual worlds with domain-specific simulation
on models,
the virtuaal world serveer must contaain a simulatio
on engine thaat supports sim
mulations.
Moreoverr, the server should
s
managee the virtual world’s
w
users, the simulatioon models,
and the simulation
s
eng
gine. In this vvirtual world service
s
framew
work, when thhe authors
of the virrtual world req
quest the simuulation models, the UIS sen
nds the simulaation model requesst to the Repo
ository serverr. Then the Repository
R
serv
ver transfers the correspondingg simulation models
m
to the virtual world
d server and the virtual woorld server
initializess the domain-sspecific simullation models.. However, if the virtual woorld server
contains the simulatio
on engine as a module, sup
pporting vario
ous simulatioon engines
may be limited,
l
and the
t managingg simulation engine
e
and the executing ssimulation
model maay influence th
he overhead oof the virtual world
w
server.
Thereffore, we propose an extenddable simulatiion framework
k for the virtuual world.
Figure 2 shows the con
nceptual figurre of the exten
ndable simulation framewoork used in
the virtuaal world serviice frameworkk. As shown in the figure, the simulatioon engines
are separated from thee virtual worldd server. The benefits of seeparating the ssimulation
engine froom the serverr are twofold. First, various simulation en
ngines can be applied in
the virtuaal world witho
out modifyingg the virtual world
w
server. Second, whenn the content creattor wants to utilize
u
more thhan two domaain-specific sim
mulations in tthe virtual
world, thhe extendable simulation frramework can
n support more than two ssimulation
engines too generate sim
mulation resultts.

Fig. 2.C
Conceptual figurre of the extend
dable simulation
n framework

In ordeer to support domain-specif
d
fic simulation
n models, we propose
p
the C
Core Simulation Fraamework (CSF
F) and Virtuall Level Archittecture (VLA)). The CSF suupports the
domain-sspecific simullation, and thhe VLA supp
ports the interroperation bettween the
CSF and the virtual wo
orld server.

3.1 Corre Simulatio
on Framew
work
The CSF consists of th
he Model API layer, the sim
mulation engine, and the sysstem layer,
and suppports the exteendable simullation environ
nment based on
o the plug-iin feature.
Figure 3 shows the con
nceptual archiitecture of the CSF.

Fig. 3. C
Core Simulation
n Framework

The syystem layer of the CSF conntrols the man
nagement mo
odules, such aas network
communiication, simulation model iinitialization, and simulatio
on engine conntrol modules. Thee simulation en
ngine of the fframework maay depend on the simulation
on domain.
As a resuult, the system
m layer of the C
CSF supports the plug-in API
A to change the simulation enggine based on the simulationn domains [10
0].
The CSF’s simulation engine shoould support the
t plug-in feaature for the ssimulation
models. In
I this researcch, we adopteed the simulatiion engine for DEVS form
malism. By
adopting the formalism
m, the authorss of the simu
ulation model can reuse thee domainspecific simulation
s
mo
odels, or channge the domain
n-specific algorithms for thhe simulation modeel by applying
g a layered appproach [11].

3.2 Inteeroperation
n of Simulaation
Interoperration between
n the CSF annd the virtual world serverr could be achhieved by
using the Virtual Level Architecturee (VLA). The VLA supportts interoperatiion among
simulatioon servers and
d the virtual w
world server by providing core servicess, such as
data syncchronization an
nd time synchhronization.

Fig. 4.
4 Conceptual ffigure of the Virtual Level Arcchitecture

Figuree 4 denotes th
he managers oof the VLA. The
T VLA man
nages variouss levels of
services in
i the virtual world
w
framew
work, such as system config
guration contro
rol, system
executionn control, con
ntent managem
ment, and con
ntent streamin
ng services. Inn order to
handle thhese services, the VLA provvides the APII with time sy
ynchronizationn and data
synchronnization. Thereefore, the deveeloper of the virtual
v
world server
s
or the ssimulation
model caan develop each componennt without con
nsidering timee and data synnchronization.
In ordder to supportt interoperatioon between th
he simulation engine and tthe virtual
world serrver, the serviice interface m
module in thee virtual world service mannager provides the interface to handle
h
data syynchronization
n and time sy
ynchronizationn. In order
to supporrt the time syn
nchronizationn between the virtual world
d server and thhe simulation engiine, the time synchronizatiion algorithms are implem
mented in timee management modules. For daata synchronizzation, the datta send/receiv
ve module maanages the
data baseed on the time. In order to ssupport virtuall world service manager, thhe network
manager handles message schedulinng and encodin
ng/decoding th
he network paackets.

4 Casee Study
The purpose of this casse study is to build a protottype of the fireefighting trainning simulator. Moodeling and sim
mulation expeerts and the do
omain expertss collaborated with each
other to develop
d
the firrefighting traiining simulato
or [11]. The modeling
m
and ssimulation
experts built the simulation models and implemen
nted the simulation framew
work using
VLA, annd the domain
n experts conssulted on the developmentt of the fire ssimulation
model. Fiigure 5 showss the conceptuual design of the
t simulator. Each simulattion server
has fire simulation
s
models and engin
ines, and every
y simulation server
s
is interc
rconnected
with its neighboring
n
sim
mulator throuugh VLA.

F 5. Conceptu
Fig.
ual architecture of the Fire-Fig
ghting Training Simulator Proto
totype

The prrototype simu
ulates spaces inside a certaain building virtually.
v
A trrainer can
make sceenarios with fllammable matterials, non-flaammable materials, differennt starting
points for the fire, and
d so on. As tthe fire startss at some poin
nt and spreadds, several
trainees should
s
move and
a extinguishh the spreadin
ng fire. From the simulatorr, the firefighter caan experiencee these diversse scenarios virtually.
v
Thee design of thhe overall
simulatioon models inccluding the firre models is described in Figure 6. Thhe coupled
model coonsists of the UserControlller model, thee Transducer model, and thhe grid of
Fire models.
The UserController
U
r model is conntrolled by user interface, and
a has the poositions of
the userss (trainee). Th
he positions ((i,j) that userss locate mean
ns that the useer tries to
extinguish the flames in the Fire m
model (i,j). Hen
nce, the UserController moodel sends
extinguishing messagees to proper F
Fire models through
t
the toFireModel pports. The
Fire moddels are interconnected to adjacent Firre models through in_eastt, in_west,
out_east, out_west, an
nd so on. The flames on th
he models spreead to other m
models by
sending messages
m
of th
he fire model tto adjacent to the other fire models.

Fig. 6. Overall Couppled Model for Firefighting Siimulation

Fig. 77. Design of a Fire
F Model

The deesign of the fire model ass an atomic model
m
is described in Figuure 7. The
atomic model
m
has threee states: OFF
F, OnFire, an
nd END. OFF
F is an initial state or a
state withh an extinct fiire. OnFire iss that the spacce is burning. END state iss when the
flammablles in the spaace are burnedd down. Therre are three variables of sta
tate transitions: ignnitionValue, exxtinguish_valuue, and onFireeHealth.
 iggnitionValue: A value repreesenting the leevel for ignition of the celll. Reduced
byy the messagee from the othher fire modelss.
 exxtinguish_valu
ue: A value rrepresenting th
he level for ex
xtinguishing tthe flames
coompletely in the cell. Reeduced by th
he extinguishiing message from the
inn_user port.
 onFireHealth: Duration of tthe flames. Reeduced as the flames are he
held on the
sppace.
When the fire model on the edgges of the grid
d send messages, some meessages of
output poorts are sent to
o another simuulation serverr. Through thee out_vla portt, the message is seent to the Tra
ansducer moddel. The Tran
nsducer model collects the messages
and sendss them to otheer servers throough VLA.
Figuree 8 is a capturred picture of the four-simu
ulation server.. On the left sside of the
figure, thhere are four GUI window
ws for each server.
s
Black squares indiicate nonflammablle materials su
uch as walls, and green squ
uares represen
nt flammable materials.
In this figgure, red flam
mes are spreadiing in several places. If the red flames arrrive at the
edge of thhe server, we can see the reed flames spreeading to otherr server.
On thee right side off the figure, thhere are GUI windows
w
for th
he user, the tra
rainee. Users’ avataars are depicted by simple yellow circlees. As traineess move their aavatars on
the GUI windows, theey can increasse their experiience in extin
nguishing the bbuilding’s
flames.

Fig. 8. Thee captured pictuure of execution
n in the four-sim
mulation server

5 Conclusion
This paper
p
introducces an extenddable simulatio
on framework
k for the virtuual world.
The virtuual world is a computer-baased interactiive virtual env
vironment whhere users
interact with
w each otheer through coomputers. In order
o
to give a trainee an iimmersive
experiencce, the virtual world’s conteent may be baase on the dom
main-specific ssimulation
models. In
I order to sup
pport the extenndibility of th
he simulation framework,
f
w
we propose
a simulattion framework based on tthe DEVS fo
ormalism. Theerefore, the crreator can
utilize thee existing sim
mulation modeels by utilizing
g the DEVS-based simulatioon models.
The simuulation framew
work, which coonsists of the Core Simulattion Framewoork and the
Virtual Level
L
Architecture, allows thhe user to reusse the simulation models.
The Core
C
Simulatio
on Frameworkk embraces pllug-in featuress so that the ssimulation
frameworrk can plug-in
n various moddules during ru
un-time. The Virtual
V
Levell Architecture handdles time synchronization annd data synch
hronization am
mong componeents of the
virtual world
w
servicess. Regarding future researrch, we will extend the ssimulation
frameworrk to support extendable
e
virrtual world en
nvironments.
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